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Abstract
Value function approximation has demonstrated phenomenal empirical success in reinforce-
ment learning (RL). Nevertheless, despite a handful of recent progress on developing theory for
RL with linear function approximation, the understanding of general function approximation
schemes largely remains missing. In this paper, we establish the first provable efficiently RL
algorithm with general value function approximation. In particular, we show that if the value
functions admit an approximation with a function class F , our algorithm achieves a regret bound
of O˜(poly(dH)
√
T ) where d is a complexity measure of F , H is the planning horizon, and T is
the number interactions with the environment. Our theory strictly generalizes recent progress
on RL with linear function approximation and does not make explicit assumptions on the model
of the environment. Moreover, our algorithm is model-free and provides a framework to justify
algorithms used in practice.
1 Introduction
In reinforcement learning (RL), we study how an agent maximizes the cumulative reward by
interacting with an unknown environment. RL finds enormous applications in a wide variety of
domains, e.g., robotics [Kober et al., 2013], education [Koedinger et al., 2013], gaming-AI [Shalev-
Shwartz et al., 2016], etc. The unknown environment in RL is often modeled as a Markov decision
process (MDP), in which there is a set of states S that describes all possible status of the environment.
At a state s ∈ S, an agent interacts with the environment by taking an action a from an action
space A. The environment then transits to another state s′ ∈ S which is drawn from some unknown
transition distribution, and the agent also receives an immediate reward. The agent interacts with
the environment episodically, where each episode consists of H steps. The goal of the agent is to
interact with the environment strategically such that after a certain number of interactions, sufficient
information is collected so that the agent can act nearly optimally afterward. The performance of
an agent is measured by the regret, which is defined as the difference between the total rewards
collected by the agent and those a best possible agent would collect.
Without additional assumptions on the structure of the MDP, the best possible algorithm
achieves a regret bound of Θ˜(
√
H|S||A|T ) [Azar et al., 2017], where T is the total number of steps
the agent interacts with the environment. In other words, the algorithm learns to interact with the
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environment nearly as well as an optimal agent after roughly H|S||A| steps. This regret bound,
however, can be unacceptably large in practice. E.g., the game of Go has a state space with size
3361, and the state space of certain robotics applications can even be continuous. Practitioners
apply function approximation schemes to tackle this issue, i.e., the value of a state-action pair is
approximated by a function which is able to predict the value of unseen state-action pairs given a
few training samples. The most commonly used function approximators are deep neural networks
(DNN) which have achieved remarkable success in playing video games [Mnih et al., 2015], the game
of Go [Silver et al., 2017], and controlling robots [Akkaya et al., 2019]. Nevertheless, despite the
outstanding achievements in solving real-world problems, no convincing theoretical guarantees were
known about RL with general value function approximators like DNNs.
Recently, there is a line of research trying to understand RL with simple function approximators,
e.g. linear functions. For instance, given a feature extractor which maps state-action pairs to
d-dimensional feature vectors, [Yang and Wang, 2019a,b, Jin et al., 2019, Cai et al., 2019, Modi
et al., 2019, Jia et al., 2019, Zanette et al., 2019, Du et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019, Zanette et al.,
2020, Du et al., 2020] developed algorithms with regret bound proportional to poly(dH)
√
T which
is independent of the size of S ×A. Although being much more efficient than algorithms for the
tabular setting, one notable drawback of these algorithms is that they require a well-designed
feature extractor and also make restricted assumptions on the transition model. This severely limits
the scope that these approaches can be applied to, since obtaining a good feature extractor is
by no means easy and successful algorithms used in practice usually specify a function class (e.g.
DNNs with a specific architecture) rather than a feature extractor. To our knowledge, the following
fundamental question about RL with general function approximation remains unanswered at large:
Does RL with general function approximation learn to interact with an unknown environment
provably efficiently?
In this paper, we address the above question by developing a provably efficient (both computa-
tionally and statistically) Q-learning algorithm that works with general value function approximators.
To run the algorithm, we are only required to specify a value function class, without the need for
feature extractors or explicit assumptions on the transition model. Since this is the same requirement
as algorithms used in practice like deep Q-learning [Mnih et al., 2015], our theoretical guarantees on
the algorithm provide a justification of why practical algorithms work so well. Furthermore, we show
that our algorithm enjoys a regret bound of O˜(poly(dH)
√
T ) where d is a complexity measure of the
function class that depends on the eluder dimension [Russo and Van Roy, 2013] and log-covering
numbers. Our theory also strictly generalizes existing algorithms for linear and generalized linear
function approximation and provides comparable regret bounds when applied to those settings.
1.1 Related Work
Tabular RL. There is a long line of research on the sample complexity and regret bound for
RL in the tabular setting. See, e.g., [Kearns and Singh, 2002, Kakade, 2003, Strehl et al., 2006,
2009, Jaksch et al., 2010, Szita and Szepesva´ri, 2010, Azar et al., 2013, Lattimore and Hutter,
2014, Dann and Brunskill, 2015, Osband and Van Roy, 2016, Osband et al., 2017, Agrawal and
Jia, 2017, Azar et al., 2017, Sidford et al., 2018, Dann et al., 2018, Jin et al., 2018, Zanette and
Brunskill, 2019, Zhang et al., 2020, Wang et al., 2020] and references therein. In particular, Jaksch
et al. [2010] proved a tight regret lower bound Ω(
√
H|S||A|T ) and Azar et al. [2017] showed the
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first asymptotically tight regret upper bound O˜(
√
H|S||A|T ). Although these algorithms achieve
asymptotically tight regret bounds, they can not be applied in problems with huge state space
due to the linear dependency on
√|S| in the regret bound. Moreover, the regret lower bound
Ω(
√
H|S||A|T ) demonstrates that without further assumptions on the underlying problem, RL with
huge state space is information-theoretically hard to solve. In this paper, we exploit the structure
that the value functions lie in a function class with bounded complexity and devise an algorithm
whose regret bound scales polynomially in the complexity of the function class instead of the number
of states.
Bandits. Another line of research studies bandits problems with linear function approxima-
tion [Dani et al., 2008, Abbasi-Yadkori et al., 2011, Li et al., 2019]. These algorithms are later
generalized to the generalized linear model [Filippi et al., 2010, Li et al., 2017]. A novel work of
Russo and Van Roy [2013] studies bandits problems with general function approximation and proves
that UCB-type algorithms and Thompson sampling achieve a regret bound of O˜(
√
dimE · log(N )T )
where dimE is the eluder dimension of the function class under consideration and N is the covering
number of the function class. In this paper we study the RL setting with general value function
approximation, and the regret bound of our algorithm also depends on the eluder dimension and
the log-covering number of the function class. However, we would like to stress that the RL setting
is much more complicated than the bandits setting, since the bandits setting is a special case of the
RL setting with planning horizon H = 1 and thus there is no state transition in the bandits setting.
RL with Linear Function Approximation. Recently there has been great interest in designing
and analyzing algorithms for RL with linear function approximation. See, e.g., [Yang and Wang,
2019a,b, Jin et al., 2019, Cai et al., 2019, Modi et al., 2019, Jia et al., 2019, Zanette et al., 2019, Du
et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019, Zanette et al., 2020, Du et al., 2020]. These papers design provably
efficient algorithms under the assumption that there is a well-designed feature extractor available
to the agent and the value function or the model can be approximated by a linear function or a
generalized linear function of the feature vectors. Moreover, the algorithm in [Zanette et al., 2020]
also requires solving the Planning Optimization Program which could be computationally intractable.
In this paper, we study RL with general function approximation in which case a well-designed
feature extractor may not even be available, and our goal is to develop a computationally efficient
algorithm with provable regret bounds without making explicit assumptions on the model.
RL with General Function Approximation. Recently, it has been shown that combining
various RL algorithms with neural network function approximators could lead to superior performance
on various tasks [Mnih et al., 2013, Schaul et al., 2015, Wang et al., 2015, Van Hasselt et al., 2016,
Silver et al., 2017, Akkaya et al., 2019]. Theoretically, Osband and Van Roy [2014] analyzed the
regret bound of Thompson sampling when applied to RL with general function approximation.
Compared to our result, the work of Osband and Van Roy [2014] makes explicit model-based
assumptions (the transition operator and the reward function lie in a function class) and their
regret bound also depends on the global Lipschitz constant. In contrast, in this paper we focus on
UCB-type algorithms with value-based assumptions, and our regret bound does not depend on the
global Lipschitz constant. More recent theoretical progress has produced provably sample efficient
algorithms for RL with general function approximation, but many of these algorithms are relatively
impractical. In particular, Jiang et al. [2017], Sun et al. [2019], Dong et al. [2019] devised algorithms
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whose sample complexity or regret bound can be upper bounded in terms of the Bellman rank or the
witness rank. However, these algorithms are not computationally efficient in general. The algorithm
in [Du et al., 2020] can also be applied in RL with general function approximation. However, their
algorithms require the transition of the MDP to be deterministic which might not hold in practice.
There is also a line of research analyzing Approximate Dynamic Programming (ADP) in RL with
general function approximation [Bertsekas and Tsitsiklis, 1996, Munos, 2003, Szepesva´ri and Munos,
2005, Antos et al., 2008, Munos and Szepesva´ri, 2008, Chen and Jiang, 2019]. These papers focus
on the batch RL setting or planning problems where there is no explicit exploration components in
the algorithms. The sample complexity of these algorithms usually depends on the concentrability
coefficient and is thus incomparable to our results.
2 Preliminaries
Throughout the paper, for a positive integer N , we use [N ] to denote the set {1, 2, . . . , N}.
Episodic Markov Decision Process. Let M = (S,A, P,R,H, µ) be a Markov decision process
(MDP) where S is the state space, A is the action space with bounded size, P : S × A → ∆ (S)
is the transition operator which takes a state-action pair and returns a distribution over states,
r : S ×A → [0, 1] is the deterministic reward function1, H ∈ Z+ is the planning horizon (episode
length), and µ ∈ ∆ (S) is the initial state distribution.
A policy pi chooses an action a ∈ A based on the current state s ∈ S and the time step h ∈ [H].
Formally, pi = {pih}Hh=1 where for each h ∈ [H], pih : S → A maps a given state to an action.
The policy pi induces a trajectory s1, a1, r1, s2, a2, r2, . . . , sH , aH , rH , where s1 ∼ µ, a1 = pi1(s1),
r1 = r(s1, a1), s2 ∼ P (s1, a1), a2 = pi2(s2), etc.
An important concept in RL is the Q-function. Given a policy pi, a level h ∈ [H] and a
state-action pair (s, a) ∈ S ×A, the Q-function is defined as
Qpih(s, a) = E
[
H∑
h′=h
rh′ | sh = s, ah = a, pi
]
.
Similarly, the value function of a given state s ∈ S is defined as
V pih (s) = E
[
H∑
h′=h
rh′ | sh = s, pi
]
.
We use pi∗ to denote an optimal policy, i.e., pi∗ is a policy that maximizes E
[∑H
h=1 rh | pi
]
. We also
denote Q∗h(s, a) = Q
pi∗
h (s, a) and V
∗
h (s) = V
pi∗
h (s).
In the episodic MDP setting, the agent aims to learn the optimal policy by interacting with the
environment during a number of episodes. For each k ∈ [K], at the beginning of the k-th episode,
the agent chooses a policy pik which induces a trajectory, based on which the agent chooses policies
for later episodes. In this paper we assume K is fixed and known to the agent, though our algorithm
and analysis can be readily generalized to the case that K is unknown in advance using standard
techniques.
1We assume the reward function is deterministic only for notational convience. Our results can be readily generalized
to the case that rewards are stochastic.
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We adopt the following regret definition in this paper.
Definition 1. The regret of an algorithm A after K episodes is defined as
Reg(K) =
K∑
k=1
V ∗1
(
sk1
)
− V pik1
(
sk1
)
where pik is the policy played by algorithm A at the k-th episode.
Throught the paper, we define T := KH to be the total number of steps that the agent interacts
with the envrionment.
Additional Notations. For a function f : S×A → R, define ‖f‖∞ = max(s,a)∈S×A |f(s, a)|. Sim-
ilarly, for a function v : S → R, define ‖v‖∞ = maxs∈S |v(s)|. Given a dataset D = {(si, ai, qi)}|D|i=1 ⊆
S ×A× R, for a function f : S ×A → R, define
‖f‖D =
 |D|∑
t=1
(f(st, at)− qt)2
1/2 .
For a set of state-action pairs Z ⊆ S ×A, for a function f : S ×A → R, define
‖f‖Z =
 ∑
(s,a)∈Z
(f(s, a))2
1/2 .
For a set of functions F ⊆ {f : S × A → R}, we define the width function of a state-action pair
(s, a) as
w(F , s, a) = max
f,f ′∈F ′
f(s, a)− f ′(s, a). (1)
Our Assumptions. We make the following assumption on the Q-function throughout the paper.
Assumption 1. There exists a set of functions F ⊆ {f : S × A → [0, H + 1]}, such that for any
V : S → [0, H], there exists fV ∈ F such that
fV (s, a) = r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | s, a)V (s′) ∀(s, a) ∈ S ×A.
Intuitively, Assumption 1 requires that for any V : S → [0, H], after applying the Bellman
backup operator, the resulting function lies in the function class F . We note that Assumption 1 is
very general and includes many previous assumptions as special cases. For instance, for the tabular
RL setting, F can be the entire function space of S ×A → [0, H + 1]. For linear MDPs [Yang and
Wang, 2019a,b, Jin et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019] where both the reward function r : S ×A → [0, 1]
and the transition operator P : S × A → ∆ (S) are linear functions of a given feature extractor
φ : S ×A → Rd, F can be defined as the class of linear functions with respect to φ.2 In practice,
2 When F is the class of linear functions, Wang et al. [2019] considered the optimistic closure assumption which is
somehow weaker than Assumption 1. Roughly speaking, the optimistic closure assumption requires Assumption 1 to
hold only for V : S → [0, H] of the form V (·) = maxa∈A f(·, a) + w(·, a) where f ∈ F and w is an uncertainty bonus
function that lies in a function class W. Our algorithm and analysis also work under this weaker assumption if the
class of bonus functions W is properly defined.
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when F is a function class with sufficient expressive power (e.g. deep neural networks), Assumption 1
(approximately) holds.
The complexity of F determines the learning complexity of the RL problem under consideration.
To characterize the complexity of F , we use the following definition of eluder dimension which was
first introduced in Russo and Van Roy [2013] to characterize the complexity of different function
classes in bandits problems.
Definition 2 (Eluder dimension). Let ε ≥ 0 and Z = {(si, ai)}ni=1 ⊆ S × A be a sequence of
state-action pairs.
• A state-action pair (s, a) ∈ S × A is ε-dependent on Z with respect to F if any f, f ′ ∈ F
satisfying ‖f − f ′‖Z ≤ ε also satisfies |f(s, a)− f ′(s, a)| ≤ ε.
• An (s, a) is ε-independent of Z with respect to F if (s, a) is not ε-dependent on Z.
• The ε-eluder dimension dimE(F , ε) of a function class F is the length of the longest sequence
of elements in S × A such that, for some ε′ ≥ ε, every element is ε′-independent of its
predecessors.
It has been shown in Russo and Van Roy [2013] that dimE(F , ε) ≤ |S||A| when S and A are
finite. Moreover, when F is the class of linear functions, i.e., fθ(s, a) = θ>φ(s, a) for a given
feature extractor φ : S ×A → Rd, dimE(F , ε) = O(d log(1/ε)). Furthermore, when F is the class
generalized linear functions of the form fθ(s, a) = g(θ
>φ(s, a)) where g is an increasing continuously
differentiable function, dimE(F , ε) = O(dr2 log(h/ε)) where
r =
supθ,(s,a)∈S×A g′(θ>φ(s, a))
infθ,(s,a)∈S×A g′(θ>φ(s, a))
and h = sup
θ,(s,a)∈S×A
g′(θ>φ(s, a)).
In Osband and Van Roy [2014], it has been shown that when F is the class of quadratic functions,
i.e., fΛ(s, a) = φ(s, a)
>Λφ(s, a) where Λ ∈ Rd×d, dimE(F , ε) = O(d2 log(1/ε)).
We further assume the function class F and the state-action pairs S×A have bounded complexity
in the following sense.
Assumption 2. For any ε > 0, the following holds:
1. there exists an ε-cover C(F , ε) ⊆ F with size |C(F , ε)| ≤ N (F , ε), such that for any f ∈ F ,
there exists f ′ ∈ C(F , ε) with ‖f − f ′‖∞ ≤ ε;
2. there exists an ε-cover C(S × A, ε) with size |C(S × A, ε)| ≤ N (S × A, ε), such that for any
(s, a) ∈ S ×A, there exists (s′, a′) ∈ C(S ×A, ε) with maxf∈F |f(s, a)− f(s′, a′)| ≤ ε.
Assumption 2 requires both the function class F and the state-action pairs S ×A have bounded
covering number. Since the regret bound of our algorithm depends logarithmically on N (F , ·) and
N (S × A, ·), it is acceptable for the covers to have exponential size. In particular, when S and
A are finite, it is clear that logN (F , ε) = O˜(|S||A|)3 and logN (S × A, ε) = log(|S||A|). For the
case of d-dimensional linear functions and generalized linear functions, logN (F , ε) = O˜(d) and
logN (S ×A, ε) = O˜(d). For quadratic functions, logN (F , ε) = O˜(d2) and logN (S ×A, ε) = O˜(d).
3Throughout the paper, we use O˜(·) to suppress logarithm factors.
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3 Algorithm
3.1 Overview
The full algorithm is formally presented in Algorithm 1. Here we describe its keys steps. From
a high-level point of view, our algorithm resembles least-square value iteration (LSVI) and falls
in a similar framework as the algorithm in [Jin et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019]. At the beginning
of each episode k ∈ [K], we maintain a replay buffer {(sτh, aτh, rτh)}(h,τ)∈[H]×[k−1] which contains all
existing samples. We set QkH+1 = 0, and then use the replay buffer to calculate Q
k
H , Q
k
H−1, . . . , Q
k
1
iteratively as follows. For each h = H,H − 1, . . . , 1,
fkh (·, ·)← arg min
f∈F
k−1∑
τ=1
H∑
h′=1
(
f(sτh′ , a
τ
h′)−
(
rτh′ + max
a∈A
Qkh+1(s
τ
h′+1, a)
))2
(2)
and define
Qkh(·, ·) = min
{
fkh (·, ·) + bkh(·, ·), H
}
.
Here, bkh(·, ·) is a bonus function to be defined shortly. The above equation optimizes a least squares
objective to estimate the next step value. We then play the greedy policy with respect to Qkh to
collect data for the k-th episode. The above procedure is repeated until all the K episodes are
completed.
Stable Upper-Confidence Bonus Function. With more collected data, the least squares
predictor is expected to return a better approximate the true Q-function. To encourage exploration,
we carefully design a bonus function bkh(·, ·) which guarantees that, with high probability, Qkh+1(s, a)
is an overestimate of the one-step backup. The bonus function bkh(·, ·) is guaranteed to tightly
characterize the estimation error of the one-step backup r(·, ·) +∑s′∈S P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′), where
V kh+1(·) = maxa∈AQkh+1(·, a) is the value function of the next step. The bonus function bkh(·, ·) is
designed by carefully prioritizing important data and hence is stable even when the replay buffer has
large cardinality. A detailed explanation and implementation of bkh(·, ·) is provided in Section 3.2.
3.2 Stable UCB via Importance Sampling
In this section, we formally define the bonus function bkh(·, ·) used in Algorithm 1. The bonus
function is designed to estimate the confidence interval of our estimate of the Q-function. In our
algorithm, we define the bonus function to be the width function bkh(·, ·) = w(Fkh , ·, ·) where the
confidence region Fkh is defined so that r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S P (s
′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈ Fkh with high probability.
By definition of the width function (cf. (1)), bkh(·, ·) gives an upper bound on the confidence interval
of the estimate of the Q-function, since the width function maximizes the difference between all
pairs of Q-functions that lie in the confidence region. We note that similar ideas have been applied
in the bandit literature [Russo and Van Roy, 2013], in reinforcement learning with linear function
approximation [Du et al., 2019] and in reinforcement learning with general function apprximation
in deterministic systems [Du et al., 2020].
To define the confidence region Fkh , a natural definition would be
Fkh =
{
f ∈ F | ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ β
}
(3)
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Algorithm 1 F-LSVI(δ)
1: Input: failure probability δ ∈ (0, 1) and number of episodes K
2: for episode k = 1, 2, . . . ,K do
3: Receive initial state sk1 ∼ µ
4: QkH+1(·, ·)← 0 and V kH+1(·)← 0
5: Zk ← {(sτh′ , aτh′)}(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H]
6: for h = H, . . . , 1 do
7: Dkh ←
{(
sτh′ , a
τ
h′ , r
τ
h′ + V
k
h+1(s
τ
h′+1, a)
)}
(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H]
8: fkh ← arg minf∈F ‖f‖2Dkh
9: bkh(·, ·)← Bonus(F , fkh , Zk, δ) (Algorithm 3)
10: Qkh(·, ·)← min{fkh (·, ·) + bkh(·, ·), H} and V kh (·) = maxa∈AQkh(·, a)
11: pikh(·)← arg maxa∈AQkh(·, a)
12: for h = 1, 2, . . . ,H do
13: Take action akh ← pikh(skh)
14: Observe skh+1 ∼ P (· | skh, akh) and rkh = r(skh, akh)
where β is defined so that r(·, ·) +∑s′∈S P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈ Fkh with high probability, and recall
that
Zk = {(sτh′ , aτh′)}(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H]
is the set of state-action pairs defined in Line 5. However, as one can observe, the complexity of
such a bonus function could be extremely high as it is defined by a dataset Zk whose size can be as
large as T = KH. A high-complexity bonus function could potentially introduce instability issues
in the algorithm. Technically, we require a stable bonus function to allow for highly concentrated
estimate of the one-step backup so that the confidence region defined in (3) is accurate even for
bounded β. Our strategy to “stabilize” the bonus function is to reduce the size of the dataset by
importance sampling, so that only important state-action pairs are kept and those unimportant
ones (which potentially induce instability) are ignored. Another benefit of reducing the size of the
dataset is that it leads to superior computational complexity when evaluating the bonus function
in practice. In later part of this section, we introduce an approach to estimate the importance of
each state-action pair and a corresponding sampling method based on that. Finally, we note that
importance sampling has also been applied in practical RL systems. For instance, in prioritized
experience replay [Schaul et al., 2015], the importance is measured by the TD error.
Sensitivity Sampling. Here we present a framework to subsample a given dataset, so that the
confidence region is approximately preserved while the size of the dataset is greatly reduced. Our
framework is built upon the sensitivity sampling technique introduced in [Langberg and Schulman,
2010, Feldman and Langberg, 2011, Feldman et al., 2013]. We first define the notion of sensitivity.
Definition 3. For a given set of state-action pairs Z ⊆ S × A and a function class F , for each
z ∈ Z, define the λ-sensitivity of (s, a) with respect to Z and F to be
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(s, a) = max
f,f ′∈F
‖f−f ′‖2Z≥λ
(f(s, a)− f ′(s, a))2
‖f − f ′‖2Z
.
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Intuitively, sensitivity measures the importance of each data point z in Z by considering the
pair of functions f, f ′ ∈ F such that z contributes the most to ‖f − f ′‖2Z . In Algorithm 2, we
define a procedure to sample each state-action pair with sampling probability proportional to the
sensitivity. In this analysis of Algorithm 2 (Proposition 1), we show that after applying Algorithm 2
on the input dataset Z, with high probability, the confidence region {f ∈ F | ‖f − fkh‖2Z ≤ β} is
approximately preserved, while the size of the subsampled dataset is upper bounded by the eluder
dimension of F times the log-covering number of F .
Algorithm 2 Sensitivity-Sampling(F , Z, λ, ε, δ)
1: Input: function class F , set of state-action pairs Z ⊆ S ×A, accuracy parameters λ, ε > 0 and
failure probability δ ∈ (0, 1)
2: Initialize Z ′ ← {}
3: For each z ∈ Z, let pz to be smallest real number such that 1/pz is an integer and
pz ≥ min{1, sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) · 72 ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2} (4)
4: For each z ∈ Z, independently add 1/pz copies of z into Z ′ with probability pz
5: Return Z ′
The Stable Bonus Function. With the above sampling procedure, we are now ready to obtain
a stable bonus function which is formally defined in Algorithm 3. In Algorithm 3, we first subsample
the given dataset Z and then round the reference function f¯ and all data points in the subsampled
dataset Z to their nearest neighbors in a 1/(8√4T/δ)-cover. We discard the subsampled dataset if
its size is too large (which happens with low probability as guaranteed by Proposition 1), and then
define the confidence region using the new dataset and the rounded reference function.
We remark that in Algorithm 3, we round the reference function f¯ and the state-action pairs
in Z mainly for the purpose of theoretical analysis. In practice, the reference function and the
state-action pairs are always stored with bounded precision, in which case explicit rounding is
unnecessary. Moreover, when applying Algorithm 3 in practice, if the eluder dimension of the
function class is unknown in advance, one may treat β(F , δ) in (5) as a tunable parameter.
4 Theoretical Guarantee
In this section we provide the theoretical guarantee of Algorithm 1. In particular, we prove the
following regret bound of Algorithm 1.
Theorem 1. Under Assumption 1, after interacting with the environment for T = KH steps, with
probability at least 1− δ, Algorithm 1 achievesa a regret bound of
Reg(K) ≤
√
ι ·H2 · T ,
where
ι ≤ C · log2(T/δ) · dim2E(F , δ/T 3) · ln(N (F , δ/T 2)/δ) · log (N (S ×A, δ/T ) · T/δ)
for some absolute constants C > 0.
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Algorithm 3 Bonus(F , f¯ , Z, δ)
1: Input: function class F , reference function f¯ ∈ F , state-action pairs Z ⊆ S × A, failure
probability δ ∈ (0, 1)
2: Z ′ ← Sensitivity-Sampling(F ,Z, δ/(16T ), 1/2, δ) . Subsample the dataset
3: Z ′ ← {} if |Z ′| ≥ 4T/δ or the number of distinct elements in Z ′ exceeds
6912dimE(F , δ/(16T 2)) log(64H2T 2/δ) lnT ln(4N (F , δ/(566T ))/δ)
4: Let f̂ ∈ C(F , 1/(8√4T/δ)) be such that ‖f¯ − f̂‖∞ ≤ 1/(8√4T/δ) . Rounding f¯
5: Ẑ ← {}
6: for z ∈ Z ′ do . Rounding state-action pairs
7: Let ẑ ∈ C(S ×A, 1/(8√4T/δ)) be such that supf,f ′∈F |f(z)− f ′(z))| ≤ 1/(8√4T/δ)
8: Ẑ ← Ẑ ∪ {ẑ}
9: return ŵ(·, ·) := w(F̂ , ·, ·), where
F̂ =
{
f ∈ F | ‖f − f̂‖2Ẑ ≤ 3β(F , δ) + 2
}
and
β(F , δ) = c′H2 · log2(T/δ) ·dimE(F , δ/T 3) · ln(N (F , δ/T 2)/δ) · log (N (S ×A, δ/T )) · T/δ) (5)
for some absolute constants c′ > 0.
Remark 1. For the tabular setting, we may set F to be the entire function space of S × A →
[0, H + 1]. Recall that when S and A are finite, for any ε > 0, dimE(F , ε) ≤ |S||A|, log(N (F , ε)) =
O˜(|S||A|) and log(N (S × A, ε)) = O(log(|S||A|)), and thus the regret bound in Theorem 1 is
O˜
(√|S|3|A|3H2T) which is worse than the near-optimal bound in Azar et al. [2017]. On the other
hand, when applied to the tabular setting, our algorithm is similar to the algorithm in Azar et al.
[2017]. Therefore, by a more refined analysis specialized to the tabular setting, the regret bound
of our algorithm can be further improved using techniques in Azar et al. [2017]. We would like to
stress that our algorithm and analysis tackle a much more general setting and recovering the optimal
regret bound for the tabular setting is not the focus of the current paper.
Remark 2. When F is the class of d-dimensional linear functions (the linear MDP setting), we
have dimE(F , ε) = O˜(d), log(N (F , ε)) = O˜(d) and log(N (S × A, ε)) = O˜(d) and thus the regret
bound in Theorem 1 is O˜(
√
d4H2T ), which is worse by a O˜(
√
d) factor when compared to the regret
bounds in Jin et al. [2019], Wang et al. [2019], and is worse by a O˜(d) factor when compared to
the bound in Zanette et al. [2020]. Note that for our algorithm, a regret bound of O˜(
√
d3H2T )
is achievable using a more refined analysis specialized for the linear case (see Remark 3) which
matches the results in Jin et al. [2019], Wang et al. [2019]. Moreover, unlike our algorithm, the
algorithm in Zanette et al. [2020] requires solving the Planning Optimization Program and is thus
computationally intractable. Finally, we would like to stress that our algorithm and analysis tackle
the case that F is a general function class which contains the linear case studied in Jin et al. [2019],
Wang et al. [2019], Zanette et al. [2020] as a special case.
Before presenting the formal proof, we provide an overview of the proof to highlight the technical
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novelties in the analysis.
The Stable Bonus Function. Similar to the analysis in [Jin et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019], to
account for the dependency structure in the data sequence, we need to bound the complexity of
the bonus function bkh(·, ·). When F is the class of d-dimensional linear functions (as in [Jin et al.,
2019, Wang et al., 2019]), b(·, ·) = ‖φ(·, ·)‖Λ−1 for a covariance matrix Λ ∈ Rd×d, whose complexity
is upper bounded by d2 which is the number of entries in the covariance matrix Λ. However, such
simple complexity upper bound is no longer available for the class of general functions considered
in this paper. Instead, we bound the complexity of the bonus function by relying on the fact that
the subsampled dataset (which defines the bonus function) has bounded size. Scrutinizing the
sampling algorithm (Algorithm 2), it can be seen that the expected size of the subsampled dataset
is upper bounded by the sum of the sensitivity of the data points in the given dataset times the
log-convering number of the function class F . In order to upper bound the sum of the sensitivity of
the data points in the given dataset, we rely on a novel combinatorial argument which establishes a
surprising connection between the sum of the sensitivity and the eluder dimension of the function
class F . In particular, in Lemma 1, we show that the sum of the sensitivity of data points is upper
bounded by the eluder dimension of the dataset up to logarithm factors. Hence, the complexity of
the subsampled dataset, and therefore, the complexity of the bonus function, is upper bound by
the log-covering number of S ×A (the complexity of each state-action pair) times the product of
the eluder dimension of the function class and the log-covering number of the function class (the
number of data points in the subsampled dataset).
Remark 3. When F is the class of d-dimensional linear functions, our upper bound on the size of
the subsampled dataset is O˜(d2). However, in this case, our sampling algorithm (Algorithm 2) is
equivalent to the leverage score sampling [Drineas et al., 2006] and therefore the sample complexity
can be further improved to O˜(d) using a more refined analysis [Spielman and Srivastava, 2011].
Therefore, our regret bound can be improved to O˜(
√
d3H2T ), which matches the bounds in [Jin et al.,
2019, Wang et al., 2019]. However, the O˜(d) sample bound is specialized to the linear case and
heavily relies on the matrix Chernoff bound which is unavailable for the class of general functions
considered in this paper. This also explains why our regret bound in Theorem 1, when applied to the
linear case, is larger by a
√
d factor when compared to those in [Jin et al., 2019, Wang et al., 2019].
We leave it as an open question to obtain more refined bound on the size of the subsampled dataset
and improve the overall regret bound of our algorithm.
In order to show that the confidence region is approximately preserved when using the subsampled
dataset Z ′, we show that for any f, f ′ ∈ F , ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ is a good approximation to ‖f − f ′‖2Z . To
show this, we apply a union bound over all pairs of functions on the cover of F which allows us
to consider fixed f, f ′ ∈ F . For fixed f, f ′ ∈ F , note that ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ is an unbiased estimate of
‖f − f ′‖2Z , and importance sampling proportinal to the sensitivity implies an upper bound on the
variance of the estimator which allows us to apply concentration bounds to prove the desired result.
The formal analysis is given in Lemma 4. We also note that the sensitivity sampling framework
used here is very crucial to the theoreical guarantee of the algorithm. If one replaces sensitivity
sampling with more na¨ıve sampling approaches (e.g. uniform sampling), then the required sampling
size would be much larger, which does not give any meaningful reduction on the size of the dataset
and also leads to a high complexity bonus function.
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The Confidence Region. Our algorithm applies the principle of optimism in the face of un-
certainty (OFU) to balance exploration and exploitation. Note that V kh+1 is the value function
estimated at step h+ 1. In our analysis, we require the Q-function Qkh estimated at level h to satisfy
Qkh(·, ·) ≥ r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|·, ·)V kh+1(s′)
with high probability. To achieve this, we optimize the least squares objective to find a solution
fkh ∈ F using collected data. We then show that fkh is close to r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S P (s
′|·, ·)V kh+1(s′). This
would follow from standard analysis if the collected samples were independent of V kh+1. However,
V kh+1 is calculated using the collected samples and thus they are subtly dependent on each other. To
tackle this issue, we notice that V kh+1 is computed by using f
k
h+1 and the bonus function b
k
h+1, and
both fkh+1 and the bonus function b
k
h+1 have bounded complexity, thanks to the design of bonus
function. Hence, we can construct a 1/T -cover to approximate V kh+1. By doing so, we can now
bound the fitting error of fkh by replacing V
k
h+1 with its closest neighbor in the 1/T -cover which is
independent of the dataset. By a union bound over all functions in the 1/T -cover, it follows that
with high probability,
r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈
{
f ∈ F | ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ β
}
for some β that depends only on the complexity of the bonus function and the function class F .
Regret Decomposition and the Eluder Dimension. By standard regret decomposition for
optimistic algorithms, the total regret is upper bounded by the summation of the bonus function∑K
k=1
∑H
h=1 b
k
h
(
skh, a
k
h
)
. To bound the summation of the bonus function, we use an argument similar
to that in [Russo and Van Roy, 2013], which shows that the summation of the bonus function
can be upper bounded in terms of the eluder dimension of the function class F , if the confidence
region is defined using the original dataset. In Lemma 10, we adapt the argument in [Russo and
Van Roy, 2013] to show that even if the confidence region is defined using the subsampled dataset,
the summation of the bonus function can be bounded in a similar manner.
4.1 Analysis of the Stable Bonus Function
Our first lemma gives an upper bound on the sum of the sensitivity in terms of the eluder dimension
of the function class F .
Lemma 1. For a given set of state-action pairs Z,∑
z∈Z
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) ≤ 4dimE(F , λ/|Z|) log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) ln |Z|.
Proof. For each z ∈ Z, let f, f ′ ∈ F be an arbitrary pair of functions such that ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ λ and
(f(z)− f ′(z))2
‖f − f ′‖2Z
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is maximized, and we define L(z) = (f(z)−f ′(z))2 for such f and f ′. Note that 0 ≤ L(z) ≤ (H+1)2.
Let Z = ⋃log((H+1)2|Z|/λ)−1α=0 Zα ∪ Z∞ be a dyadic decomposition with respect to L(·), where for
each 0 ≤ α < log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ), define
Zα = {z ∈ Z | L(z) ∈ ((H + 1)2 · 2−α−1, (H + 1)2 · 2−α]}
and
Z∞ = {z ∈ Z | L(z) ≤ λ/|Z|}.
Clearly, for any z ∈ Z∞, sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) ≤ 1/|Z| and thus∑
z∈Z∞
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) ≤ 1.
Now we bound
∑
z∈Zα sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) for each 0 ≤ α < log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) separately. For
each α, let Nα = |Zα|/dimE(F , (H+ 1)2 ·2−α−1) and we decompose Zα into Nα+ 1 disjoint subsets,
i.e., Zα = ⋃Nα+1j=1 Zαj , by using the following procedure. Let Zα = {z1, z2, . . . , z|Zα|} and we consider
each zi sequentially. Initially Zαj = {} for all j. Then, for each zi, we find the largest 1 ≤ j ≤ Nα
such that zi is (H + 1)
2 · 2−α−1-independent of Zαj with respect to F . We set j = Nα + 1 if such
j does not exist, and use j(zi) ∈ [Nα + 1] to denote the choice of j for zi. By the design of the
algorithm, for each zi, it is clear that zi is dependent on each of Zα1 ,Zα2 , . . . ,Zαj(zi)−1.
Now we show that for each zi ∈ Zα,
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(zi) ≤ 2/j(zi).
For any zi ∈ Zα, we use f, f ′ ∈ F to denote the pair of functions in F such that ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ λ and
(f(zi)− f ′(zi))2
‖f − f ′‖2Z
is maximized. Since zi ∈ Zα, we must have (f(zi)−f ′(zi))2 > (H+1)2 ·2−α−1. Since zi is dependent
on each of Zα1 ,Zα2 , . . . ,Zαj(zi)−1, for each 1 ≤ k < j(zi), we have
‖f − f ′‖Zαk ≥ (H + 1)2 · 2−α−1,
which implies
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(zi) =
(f(zi)− f ′(zi))2
‖f − f ′‖2Z
≤ (H + 1)
2 · 2−α
‖f − f ′‖2Z
≤ (H + 1)
2 · 2−α∑j(zi)−1
k=1 ‖f − f ′‖Zαk + (f(zi)− f ′(zi))2
≤ 2/j(zi).
Moreover, by the definition of (H+1)2·2−α−1-independence, we have |Zαj | ≤ dimE(F , (H+1)2·2−α−1)
for all 1 ≤ j ≤ Nα. Therefore,∑
z∈Zα
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) ≤
∑
1≤j≤Nα
|Zαj | · 2/j +
∑
z∈ZαNα+1
2/Nα
≤2dimE(F , (H + 1)2 · 2−α−1) ln(Nα) + |Zα| · 2dimE(F , (H + 1)
2 · 2−α−1)
|Zα|
≤3dimE(F , (H + 1)2 · 2−α−1) ln(|Z|).
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By the monotonicity of eluder dimension, it follows that
∑
z∈Z
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) ≤
log((H+1)2|Z|/λ)−1∑
α=0
∑
z∈Zα
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) +
∑
z∈Z∞
sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z)
≤3 log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ)dimE(F , λ/|Z|) ln(|Z|) + 1 ≤ 4 log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ)dimE(F , λ/|Z|) ln(|Z|).
Using Lemma 1, we can prove an upper bound on the number of distinct elements in Z ′ returned
by the sampling algorithm (Algorithm 2).
Lemma 2. With probability at least 1 − δ/4, the number of distinct elements in Z ′ returned by
Algorithm 2 is at most
1728dimE(F , λ/|Z|) log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) ln(|Z|) ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2.
Proof. Note that pz ≤ min{1, 2 · sensitivityZ,F ,λ(z) · 72 ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2}, since for
any real number x < 1, there always exists x̂ ∈ [x, 2x] such that 1/x̂ is an integer. Let Xz be a
random variable defined as
Xz =
{
1 z ∈ Z ′
0 z /∈ Z ′ .
Clearly, the number of distinct elements in Z ′ is upper bounded by ∑z∈Z Xz and E[Xz] = pz. By
Lemma 1,∑
z∈Z
E[Xz] ≤ 576dimE(F , λ/|Z|) log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) ln(|Z|) ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2.
By Chernoff bound,
Pr
[∑
z∈Z
Xz ≥ 1728dimE(F , λ/|Z|) log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) ln(|Z|) ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2
]
≤ 1−δ/4.
Our second lemma upper bounds the number of elements in Z ′ returned by Algorithm 2.
Lemma 3. With probability at least 1− δ/4, |Z ′| ≤ 4|Z|/δ.
Proof. Let Xz be the random variable which is defined as
Xz =
{
1/pz z is added into Z ′
0 otherwise
.
Note that |Z ′| = ∑z∈Z Xz and E[Xz] = 1. By Markov inequality, with probability 1 − δ/4,
|Z ′| ≤ 4|Z|/δ.
Our third lemma shows that for the given set of state-action pairs Z and function class F ,
Algorithm 2 returns a set of state-action pairs Z ′ so that ‖f − f ′‖2Z is approximately preserved for
all f, f ′ ∈ F .
Lemma 4. With probability at least 1− δ/2, for any f, f ′ ∈ F ,
(1− ε)‖f − f ′‖2Z − 2λ ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ (1 + ε)‖f − f ′‖2Z + 8|Z|λ/δ.
Proof. In our proof, we separately consider two cases: ‖f − f ′‖2Z < 2λ and ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ 2λ.
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Case I: ‖f−f ′‖2Z < 2λ. Consider f, f ′ ∈ F with ‖f−f ′‖2Z < 2λ. Conditioned on the event defined
in Lemma 3 which holds with probability at least 1− δ/4, we have ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ |Z ′| · ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≤
8|Z|λ/δ. Moreover, we always have ‖f − f ′‖Z′ ≥ 0. In summary, we have
‖f − f ′‖2Z − 2λ ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z + 8|Z|λ/δ.
Case II: ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ 2λ. We first show that for any fixed f, f ′ ∈ F with ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ λ, with
probability at least 1− δ/(4N (F , ε/72 ·√λδ/(|Z|))), we have
(1− ε/4)‖f − f ′‖2Z ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ (1 + ε/4)‖f − f ′‖2Z .
To prove this, for each z ∈ Z, define
Xz =
{
1
pz
(f(z)− f ′(z))2 z is added into Z ′ for 1/pz times
0 otherwise
.
Clearly, ‖f − f ′‖Z′ =
∑
z∈Z Xz and E[Xz] = (f(z)− f ′(z))2. Moreover, since ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ λ, by (4)
and Definition 3, we have
max
z∈Z
Xz ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z · ε2/(72 ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ).
Moreover, E[X2z ] ≤ (f(z)− f ′(z))4/pz. Therefore, by Ho¨lder’s inequality,∑
z∈Z
Var[Xz] ≤
∑
z∈Z
E[X2z ] ≤
∑
z∈Z
(f(z)− f ′(z))2 ·max
z∈Z
(f(z)− f ′(z))2/pz
≤‖f − f ′‖4Z · ε2/(72 ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ).
Therefore, by Bernstein inequality,
Pr
[|‖f − f ′‖2Z − ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ | ≥ ε/4 · ‖f − f ′‖2Z]
= Pr
[∣∣∣∣∣∑
z∈Z
E[Xz]−
∑
z∈Z
Xz
∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε/4 · ‖f − f ′‖2Z
]
≤2 exp
(
− ε
2/16 · ‖f − f ′‖4Z
2
∑
z∈Z Var[Xz] + 2 maxz∈Z Xz · ε/4 · ‖f − f ′‖2Z/3
)
≤(δ/4)/
(
N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))
)2
.
By union bound, the above inequality implies that with probability at least 1 − δ/4, for any
(f, f ′) ∈ C(F, ε/72 ·√λδ/(|Z|))× C(F, ε/72 ·√λδ/(|Z|)) with ‖f − f ′‖2Z ≥ λ,
(1− ε/4)‖f − f ′‖2Z ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ (1 + ε/4)‖f − f ′‖2Z′ .
Now we condition on the event defined above and the event defined in Lemma 3. Consider
f, f ′ ∈ F with ‖f −f ′‖2Z ≥ 2λ. Recall that there exists (f̂ , f̂ ′) ∈ C(F, ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))×C(F, ε/72 ·
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√
λδ/(|Z|)) such that ‖f − f̂‖∞ ≤
√
λ/(25|Z|) and ‖f ′ − f̂ ′‖∞ ≤
√
λ/(25|Z|). Therefore,
‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖2Z =
∑
z∈Z
(f̂(z)− f̂ ′(z))2
=
∑
z∈Z
(f(z)− f ′(z) + (f̂(z)− f(z)) + (f ′(z)− f̂ ′(z)))2
≥
(
‖f − f ′‖Z − ‖f̂ − f‖Z − ‖f ′ − f̂ ′‖Z
)2
≥
(√
2λ− 2
√
λ/25
)2 ≥ λ.
Therefore, conditioned on the event defined above, we have
(1− ε/4)‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖2Z ≤ ‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖2Z′ ≤ (1 + ε/4)‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖2Z′ .
Conditioned on the event defined in Lemma 3 which holds with probability at least 1− δ/4, we have
‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤
(
‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z′ + ‖f − f̂‖Z′ + ‖f ′ − f̂ ′‖Z′
)2
≤
(
‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z′ + 2
√
|Z ′| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|)
)2 ≤ ((1 + ε/6)‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z + 2√|Z ′| · ε/72 ·√λδ/(|Z|))2
≤
(
(1 + ε/6)‖f − f‖Z + 2
√
|Z ′| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|) + 4
√
|Z| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|)
)2 ≤ (1 + ε)‖f − f‖2Z ,
where the last inequality holds since ‖f − f‖Z ≥
√
λ.
Similarly,
‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≥
(
‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z′ − ‖f − f̂‖Z′ − ‖f ′ − f̂ ′‖Z′
)2
≥
(
‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z′ − 2
√
|Z ′| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|)
)2 ≥ ((1− ε/6)‖f̂ − f̂ ′‖Z − 2√|Z ′| · ε/72 ·√λδ/(|Z|))2
≥
(
(1− ε/6)‖f − f‖Z − 2
√
|Z ′| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|)− 2
√
|Z| · ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|)
)2 ≥ (1− ε)‖f − f‖2Z .
Combining Lemma 2, Lemma 3 and Lemma 4 with a union bound, we have the following theorem
Proposition 1. With probability at least 1 − δ, the size of Z ′ returned by Algorithm 2 satisfies
|Z ′| ≤ 4|Z|/δ, the number of distinct elements in Z is at most
1728dimE(F , λ/|Z|) log((H + 1)2|Z|/λ) ln(|Z|) ln(4N (F , ε/72 ·
√
λδ/(|Z|))/δ)/ε2,
and for any f, f ′ ∈ F ,
(1− ε)‖f − f ′‖2Z − 2λ ≤ ‖f − f ′‖2Z′ ≤ (1 + ε)‖f − f ′‖2Z + 8|Z|λ/δ.
Proposition 2. For Algorithm 3, suppose |Z| ≤ KH = T , the following holds.
1. With probability at least 1− δ/(16T ),
w(F , s, a) ≤ ŵ(s, a) ≤ w(F , s, a)
where F = {f ∈ F | ‖f − f¯‖2Z ≤ β(F , δ)}, and F = {f ∈ F | ‖f − f¯‖2Z ≤ 9β(F , δ) + 12}.
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2. ŵ(·, ·) ∈ W for a function set W with
log |W| ≤ 6912dimE(F , δ/(16T 2)) log(16(H + 1)2T 2/δ) lnT ln(4N (F , δ/(566T ))/δ)
· log
(
N (S ×A, 1/(8
√
4T/δ)) · 4T/δ
)
+ log(N (F , 1/(8
√
4T/δ)))
≤ C · dimE(F , δ/T 3) · log(H2T 2/δ) · lnT · ln(N (F , δ/T 2)/δ) · log (N (S ×A, δ/T )) · T/δ) ,
for some absolute constant C > 0 if T is sufficiently large.
Proof. For the first part, conditioned on the event defined in Proposition 1, for any f ∈ F , we have
‖f − f¯‖2Z/2− 1/2 ≤ ‖f − f¯‖2Z ≤ 3‖f − f¯‖2Z/2 + 1/2.
Therefore, we have
‖f − f̂‖2Ẑ ≤ (‖f − f̂‖Z +
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2
≤(‖f − f¯‖Z +
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ) +
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2
≤2‖f − f¯‖2Z + 2(
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ) +
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2 ≤ 3‖f − f¯‖2Z + 2
and
‖f − f̂‖2Ẑ ≥ (‖f − f̂‖Z −
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2
≥(‖f − f¯‖Z −
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ)−
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2
≥‖f − f¯‖2Z/2− (
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ) +
√
4T/δ/(8
√
4T/δ))2 ≥ ‖f − f¯‖2Z/3− 2.
Therefore, for any f ∈ F , we have ‖f − f¯‖2Z ≤ β(F , δ), which implies ‖f − f̂‖2Ẑ ≤ 3β(F , δ) + 2
and thus f ∈ F̂ . Moreover, for any f ∈ F̂ , we have ‖f − f̂‖2Ẑ ≤ 3β(F , δ) + 2, which implies
‖f − f¯‖2Z ≤ 9β(F , δ) + 12.
For the second part, note that ŵ(·, ·) is uniquely defined by F̂ . When |Z| ≥ 4T/δ or the number
of distinct elements in Z exceeds
6912dimE(F , δ/(16T 2)) log(16(H + 1)2T 2/δ) lnT ln(4N (F , δ/(566T ))/δ),
we have |Ẑ| = 0 and thus F̂ = F . Otherwise, F̂ is defined by f̂ and Ẑ. Since f̂ ∈ C(F , 1/(8√4T/δ)),
the total number of distinct f̂ is upper bounded by N (F , 1/(8√4T/δ)). Since there are at most
6912dimE(F , δ/(16T 2)) log(16(H + 1)2T 2/δ) lnT ln(4N (F , δ/(566T ))/δ)
distinct elements in Ẑ, while each of them belongs to C(S ×A, 1/(8√4T/δ)) and |Ẑ| ≤ 4T/δ, the
total number of distinct Ẑ is upper bounded by(
N (S ×A, 1/(8
√
4T/δ)) · 4T/δ
)6912dimE(F ,δ/(16T 2)) log(16(H+1)2T 2/δ) lnT ln(4N (F ,δ/(566T ))/δ)
.
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4.2 Analysis of the Algorithm
We are now ready to prove the regret bound of Algorithm 1. The next lemma establishes a bound
on the estimate of a single backup.
Lemma 5 (Single Step Optimization Error). Consider a fixed k ∈ [K]. Let
Zk = {(sτh′ , aτh′)}(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H]
as defined in Line 5 in Algorithm 1. For any V : S → [0, H], define
DkV :=
{(
sτh′ , a
τ
h′ , r
τ
h′ + V (s
τ
h′+1)
)}
(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H]
and
f̂V := arg min
f∈F
‖f‖2DkV .
For any V : S → [0, H] and δ ∈ (0, 1), there is an event EV,δ which holds with probability at least
1− δ, such that conditioned on EV,δ, for any V ′ : S → [0, H] with ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ ≤ 1/T , we have∥∥∥∥∥f̂V ′(·, ·)− r(·, ·)−∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | ·, ·)V ′(s′)
∥∥∥∥∥
Zk
≤ c′ ·
(
H
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T )
)
for some absolute constant c′ > 0.
Proof. In our proof, we consider a fixed V : S → [0, H], and define
fV (·, ·) := r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | ·, ·)V (s′).
For any f ∈ F , we consider ∑(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H] ξτh(f) where
ξτh(f) := 2(f(s
τ
h, a
τ
h)− fV (sτh, aτh)) · (fV (sτh, aτh)− rτh − V (sτh+1)).
For any (τ, h) ∈ [k − 1]× [H], define Fτh as the filtration induced by the sequence
{(sth′ , ath′)}(t,h′)∈[τ−1]×[H] ∪ {(sτ1 , aτ1), (sτ2 , aτ2), . . . , (sτh−1, aτh−1)}.
Then E [ξτh(f) | Fτh] = 0 and
|ξτh(f)| ≤ 2(H + 1) |f(sτh, aτh)− fV (sτh, aτh)| .
By Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, we have
Pr
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H]
ξτh(f)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≥ ε
 ≤ 2 exp(− ε2
8(H + 1)2‖f − fV ‖2Zk
)
.
Let
ε =
(
8(H + 1)2 log
(
2N (F , 1/T )
δ
)
· ‖f − fV ‖2Zk
)1/2
≤ 4(H+1)‖f−fV ‖Zk ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T ).
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We have, with probability at least 1− δ, for all f ∈ C(F , 1/T ),∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H]
ξτh(f)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4(H + 1)‖f − fV ‖Zk ·√log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T ).
We define the above event to be EV,δ, and we condition on this event for the rest of the proof.
For all f ∈ F , there exists g ∈ C(F , 1/T ), such that ‖f − g‖∞ ≤ 1/T , and we have∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H]
ξτh(f)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤
∣∣∣∣∣∣
∑
(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H]
ξτh(g)
∣∣∣∣∣∣+ 2(H + 1)
≤ 4(H + 1)‖g − fV ‖Zk ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T ) + 2(H + 1)
≤ 4(H + 1)(‖f − fV ‖Zk + 1) ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T ) + 2(H + 1).
Consider V ′ : S → [0, H] with ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ ≤ 1/T . We have
‖fV ′ − fV ‖∞ ≤ ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ ≤ 1/T.
For any f ∈ F ,
‖f‖Dk
V ′
−‖fV ′‖Dk
V ′
= ‖f−fV ′‖2Zk+2
∑
(sτ
h′ ,a
τ
h′ )∈Zk
(f(sτh′ , a
τ
h′)−fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′))·(fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′)−rτh′−V ′(sτh′+1)).
For the second term, we have,
2
∑
(sτ
h′ ,a
τ
h′ )∈Zk
(f(sτh′ , a
τ
h′)− fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′)) · (fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′)− rτh′ − V ′(sτh′+1))
≥2
∑
(sτ
h′ ,a
τ
h′ )∈Zk
(f(sτh′ , a
τ
h′)− fV (sτh′ , aτh′)) · (fV (sτh′ , aτh′)− rτh′ − V (sτh′+1))− 4(H + 1) · ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ · |Zk|
=
∑
(τ,h)∈[k−1]×[H]
ξτh(f)− 4(H + 1) · ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ · |Zk|
≥ − 4(H + 1)(‖f − fV ‖Zk + 1) ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T )− 2(H + 1)− 4(H + 1) · ‖V ′ − V ‖∞ · |Zk|
≥ − 4(H + 1)(‖f − fV ′‖Zk + 2) ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T )− 6(H + 1).
Recall that f̂V ′ = arg minf∈F ‖f‖2Dk
V ′
. We have ‖f̂V ′‖Dk
V ′
− ‖fV ′‖Dk
V ′
≤ 0, which implies,
0 ≥ ‖f̂V ′‖Dk
V ′
− ‖fV ′‖Dk
V ′
= ‖f̂V ′ − fV ′‖2Zk + 2
∑
(sτ
h′ ,a
τ
h′ )∈Zk
(f̂(sτh′ , a
τ
h′)− fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′)) · (fV ′(sτh′ , aτh′)− rτh′ − V ′(sτh′+1))
≥ ‖f̂V ′ − fV ′‖2Zk − 4(H + 1)(‖f̂V ′ − fV ′‖Zk + 2) ·
√
log(2/δ) + logN (F , 1/T )− 6(H + 1).
Solving the above inequality, we have,
‖f̂V ′ − fV ′‖Zk ≤ c′ ·
(
H ·
√
log δ−1 + logN (F , 1/T ))
for an absolute constant c′ > 0.
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Lemma 6 (Confidence Region). In Algorithm 1, let Fkh be a confidence region defined as
Fkh =
{
f ∈ F | ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ β(F , δ)
}
.
Then with probability at least 1− δ/8, for all k, h ∈ [K]× [H],
r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈ Fkh ,
provided
β(F , δ) ≥ c′ ·
(
H
√
log(T/δ) + log(|W|) + logN (F , 1/T )
)2
for some absolute constant c′ > 0. Here W is given as in Propostion 2.
Proof. For all (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H], the bonus function bkh(·, ·) ∈ W. Note that
Q := {min {f(·, ·) + w(·, ·), H} | w ∈ W, f ∈ C(F , 1/T )} ∪ {0}
is a (1/T )-cover of
Qkh+1(·, ·) =
{
min
{
fkh+1(·, ·) + bkh+1(·, ·), H
}
h < H
0 h = H
.
I.e., there exists q ∈ Q such that ‖q −Qkh+1‖∞ ≤ 1/T . This implies
V :=
{
max
a∈A
q(·, a) | q ∈ Q
}
is a (1/T )-cover of V kh+1 with log(|V|) ≤ log |W|+ logN (F , 1/T ) + 1. For each V ∈ V , let EV,δ/(8|V|T )
be the event defined in Lemma 5. By Lemma 5, we have Pr
[⋂
V ∈V EV,δ/(8|V|T )
] ≥ 1− δ/(8T ). We
condition on
⋂
V ∈V EV,δ/(8|V|T ) in the rest part of the proof.
Recall that fkh is the solution of the optimization problem in Line 8 of Algorithm 1, i.e.,
fkh = arg minf∈F ‖f‖2Dkh . Let V ∈ V such that ‖V − V
k
h+1‖∞ ≤ 1/T . Thus, by Lemma 5, we have∥∥∥∥∥fkh (·, ·)−
(
r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′)
)∥∥∥∥∥
Zk
≤ c′ ·
(
H
√
log(T/δ) + logN (F , 1/T ) + log |W|
)
for some absolute constant c′. Therefore, by a union bound, for all (k, h) ∈ [K] × [H], we have
fkh (·, ·)−
(
r(·, ·) +∑s′∈S P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′)) ∈ Fkh with probability at least 1− δ/8.
The above lemma guarantees that, with high probability, r(·, ·) +∑s′∈S P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(·, ·) lies
in the confidence region. With this, it is guaranteed that
{
Qkh
}
(h,k)∈[H]×[K] are all optimistic, with
high probability. This is formally presented in the next lemma.
Lemma 7. With probability at least 1− δ/4, for all (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H], for all (s, a) ∈ S ×A,
Q∗h(s, a) ≤ Qkh(s, a) ≤ r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|s, a)V kh+1(s′) + 2bkh(s, a).
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Proof. For each (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H], define
Fkh =
{
f ∈ F | ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ β(F , δ)
}
.
Let E be the event that for all (k, h) ∈ [K] × [H], r(·, ·) + ∑s′∈S P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈ Fkh . By
Lemma 6, Pr[E ] ≥ 1− δ/8. Let E ′ be the event that for all (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H] and (s, a) ∈ S × A,
bkh(s, a) ≥ w(Fkh , s, a). By Proposition 2 and union bound, E ′ holds failure probability at most δ/8.
In the rest part of the proof we condition on E and E ′.
Note that
max
f∈Fkh
|f(s, a)− fkh (s, a)| ≤ w(Fkh , s, a) ≤ bkh(s, a).
Since
r(·, ·) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | ·, ·)V kh+1(s′) ∈ Fkh ,
for any (s, a) ∈ S ×A we have∣∣∣∣∣r(s, a) + ∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | s, a)V kh+1(s′)− fkh (s, a)
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ bkh(s, a).
Hence,
Qkh(s, a) ≤ fkh (s, a) + bkh(s, a) ≤ r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|s, a)V kh+1(s′) + 2bkh(s, a).
Now we prove Q∗h(s, a) ≤ Qkh(s, a) by induction on h. When h = H + 1, the desired inequality
clearly holds. Now we assume Q∗h+1(·, ·) ≤ Qkh+1(·, ·) for some h ∈ [H]. Clearly we have V ∗h+1(·) ≤
V kh+1(·). Therefore, for all (s, a) ∈ S ×A,
Q∗h(s, a) = r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|s, a)V ∗h+1(s′)
≤ min
{
H, r(s, a) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′|s, a)V kh+1(s′)
}
≤ min
{
H, fkh (s, a) + b
k
h(s, a)
}
= Qkh(s, a).
The next lemma upper bounds the regret of the algorithm by the sum of bkh(·, ·).
Lemma 8. With probability at least 1− δ/2,
Reg(K) ≤ 2
K∑
k=1
H∑
h=1
bkh
(
skh, a
k
h
)
+ 4H
√
KH · log(8/δ).
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Proof. In our proof, for any (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H] define
ξkh =
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | skh, akh)
(
V kh+1(s
′)− V pikh+1(s′)
)
−
(
V kh+1(s
k
h+1)− V pikh+1(skh+1)
)
and define Fkh as the filtration induced by the sequence
{(sτh′ , aτh′)}(τ,h′)∈[k−1]×[H] ∪ {(sk1, ak1), (sk2, ak2), . . . , (skh, akh)}.
Then
E
[
ξkh | Fkh
]
= 0 and |ξkh| ≤ 2H.
By Azuma-Hoeffding inequality, with probability at least 1− δ/4,
K∑
k=1
H−1∑
h=1
ξkh ≤ 4H
√
KH · log(8/δ).
We condition on the above event in the rest of the proof. We also condition on the event defined in
Lemma 7 which holds with probability 1− δ/4.
Recall that
Reg(K) =
K∑
k=1
[
V ∗1 (s
k
1)− V pik1 (sk1)
]
≤
K∑
k=1
V k1 (s
k
1)− V pik1 (sk1).
We have
Reg(K) ≤
K∑
k=1
(
r(sk1, a
k
1) +
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | sk1, ak1)V k2 (s′) + 2bk1(sk1, ak1)− r(sk1, ak1)−
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | sk1, ak1)V pik2 (s′)
)
=
K∑
k=1
∑
s′∈S
P (s′ | sk1, ak1)(V k2 (s′)− V pik2 (s′)) + 2bk1(sk1, ak1)
=
K∑
k=1
V k2 (s
k
2)− V pik2 (sk2) + ξk1 + 2bk1(sk1, ak1)
≤
K∑
k=1
V k3 (s
k
3)− V pik3 (sk3) + ξk1 + ξk2 + 2bk1(sk1, ak1) + 2bk2(sk2, ak2)
≤
K∑
k=1
H∑
h=1
ξkh + 2b
k
h(s
k
h, a
k
h).
Therefore,
Reg(K) ≤ 2
K∑
k=1
H∑
h=1
bkh(s
k
h, a
k
h) + 4H
√
KH · log(8/δ).
It remains to bound
∑K
k=1
∑H
h=1 b
k
h(s
k
h, a
k
h), for which we will exploit fact that F has bounded
eluder dimension.
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Lemma 9. With probability at least 1− δ/4, for any ε > 0,
K∑
k=1
H∑
h=1
I
(
bkh(s
k
h, a
k
h
)
> ε
)
≤
(
cβ(F , δ)
ε2
+H
)
· dimE(F , ε)
for some absolute constant c > 0. Here β(F , δ) is as defined in (5).
Proof. Let E be the event that or all (k, h) ∈ [K]× [H],
bkh(·, ·) ≤ w(Fkh, ·, ·)
where
Fkh = {f ∈ F : ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ 9β + 12}.
By Proposition 2, E holds with probability at least 1− δ/4. In the rest of the proof, we condition
on E .
Let L = {(skh, akh) | bkh(skh, akh) > ε} with |L| = L. We show that there exists (skh, akh) ∈ L such that
(skh, a
k
h) is ε-dependent on at least L/dimE(F , ε)−H disjoint subsequences in Zk∩L. We demonstrate
this by using the following procedure. Let L1,L2, . . . ,LL/dimE(F ,ε)−1 be L/dimE(F , ε)− 1 disjoint
subsequences of L which are initially empty. We consider
{(sk1, ak1), (sk2, ak2), . . . , (skH , akH)} ∩ L
for each k ∈ [K] sequentially. For each k ∈ [K], for each z ∈ {(sk1, ak1), (sk2, ak2), . . . , (skH , akH)} ∩ L,
we find j ∈ [L/dimE(F , ε) − 1] such that z is ε-independent of Lj and then add z into Lj . By
the definition of ε-independence, |Lj | ≤ dimE(F , ε) for all j and thus we will eventually find
some (skh, a
k
h) ∈ L such that (skh, akh) is ε-dependent on each of L1,L2, . . . ,LL/dimE(F ,ε)−1. Among
L1,L2, . . . ,LL/dimE(F ,ε)−1, there are at most H − 1 of them that contain an element in
{(sk1, ak1), (sk2, ak2), . . . , (skH , akH)} ∩ L,
and all other subsequences only contain elements in Zk ∩ L. Therefore, (skh, akh) is ε-dependent on
at least L/dimE(F , ε)−H disjoint subsequences in Zk ∩ L.
On the other hand, since (skh, a
k
h) ∈ L, we have bkh(skh, akh) > ε, which implies there exists f, f ′ ∈ F
with ‖f − fkh‖2Zk ≤ 9β + 12 and ‖f ′ − fkh‖2Zk ≤ 9β + 12 such that f(z) − f ′(z) > ε. By triangle
inequality, we have ‖f − f ′‖2Zk ≤ 36β + 48. On the other hand, since (skh, akh) is ε-dependent on at
least L/dimE(F , ε)−H disjoint subsequences in Zk ∩ L, we have
(L/dimE(F , ε)−H)ε2 ≤ ‖f − f‖2Zk ≤ 36β + 48,
which implies
L ≤
(
36β + 48
ε2
+H
)
dimE(F , ε).
Lastly, we apply the above lemma to bound the overall regret.
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Lemma 10. With probability at least 1− δ/4,
K∑
k=1
H∑
1
bkh(s
k
h, a
k
h
) ≤ 1 + 4H2dimE(F , 1/T ) +√c · dimE(F , 1/T ) · T · β(F , δ),
for some absolute constant c > 0. Here β(F , δ) is as defined in (5).
Proof. In the proof we condition on the event defined in Lemma 9. We define wkh := b
k
h
(
skh, a
k
h
)
. Let
w1 ≥ w2 ≥ . . . ≥ wT be a permutation of {wkh}(k,h)∈[K]×[H]. By the event defined in Lemma 9, for
any wt ≥ 1/T , we have
t ≤
(
cβ(F , δ)
w2t
+H
)
dimE(F , wt) ≤
(
cβ(F , δ)
w2t
+H
)
dimE(F , 1/T ),
which implies
wt ≤
(
t
dimE(F , 1/T ) −H
)−1/2
·
√
cβ(F , δ).
Moreover, we have wt ≤ 4H. Therefore,
T∑
t=1
wt ≤1 + 4H2 dimE(F , 1/T ) +
∑
H dimE(F ,1/T )<t≤T
(
t
dimE(F , 1/T ) −H
)−1/2
·
√
cβ(F , δ)
≤1 + 4H2 dimE(F , 1/T ) + 2
√
c · dimE(F , 1/T ) · T · β(F , δ).
We are now ready to prove our main theorem.
Proof of Theorem 1. By Lemma 8 and Lemma 10, with probability at least 1− δ,
Reg(K) ≤
K∑
k=1
H∑
h=1
2bkh
(
skh, a
k
h
)
+ 4H
√
KH · log(8/δ)
≤ c′ ·
(
dimE(F , 1/T ) ·H2 +
√
dimE(F , 1/T ) · T · β(F , δ) +H
√
KH · log δ−1
)
for some absolute constant c′ > 0. Substituting the value of β(F , δ) completes the proof.
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